Verifone eCommerce Hosted pages important notes
This document includes instructions for building a reliable integration to Verifone eCommerce hosted payment pages.

Check Server Availability
Verifone has three independent active hosting sites running in parallel. On a normal day all of the servers are active, but sometimes one site may be down
for maintenance.
To be able to handle this, implement availability check using HTTP GET as described in hosted pages interface reference before the payment redirect form
is generated. If the Verifone host does not respond to the availability request, or if it does not respond as expected, please try the next host in the list.
List of hosted payment page URLs:
https://epayment1.point.se/pw/payment
https://epayment2.point.se/pw/payment

List of server interface URLs:
https://epayment1.point.se/pw/serverinterface
https://epayment2.point.se/pw/serverinterface

Use the “Delayed Success URL”
It is strongly recommended to not rely solely on the redirect back to the merchant site. The consumer can close their web browser at any step in the
process, or they can lose their internet connection at any time. In order to get the information that a payment has successfully been performed in a more
reliable way, please develop support for the “delayed success URL”. This is a URL which can be called from the Verifone system with the same
parameters as the redirect back to the merchant. This way, you will know that there will be a request to that URL if the payment has been successful.
Please note that if you use the delayed success URL you will mostly get two notifications that the payment has been successfully performed: One from the
redirect of the consumer back to the merchant and one from the Verifone host. Take this into consideration so you do not duplicate payment information in
your system.

Use the operation “Get Payment Status” in the Verifone Server API
The Verifone Server API offers the possibility to check the status of a payment that the merchant has initiated. Use this operation to get the status of all
payments that you do not know the status for. The recommended frequency is once or twice per day – please do not spam the Verifone host with status
requests.
https://epayment2.point.se/pw/serverinterface

